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About This Game

KNOCK IT OFF! It's an all-out clash between the greatest manga icons of 1999! Use your magic, energy, sporting goods, ninja
tools, and more to destroy the ground beneath your friends and foes! Featuring a star-studded roster, this is the battle of the

millennium!

Play as your favorite, legendary manga characters!

They're all fully-voiced, too!

Blast through stages with destructible terrain!

Knock off the competition in 2-to-4 player battles!

Master an arsenal of weaponry!

Believe in the power of friendship!
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Overall alot of fun. A group of friends and I played for an hour or so and had a blast. Definitely worth it for my friends and I.

There's no single player, so don't buy it unless you have people to play with. If you have people to play with I would definitely
recommend this game.. its a fun game but there is no single player mode, and you cant even play on your own. i had fun with my
roomate but be warned if you chose to play alone you cant even fight the cpu. i would only recomend as a party game for a
group of friends you may have lots of fun but as a game for just one person i cant recomend it.. Great couch party game fun
characters settings weapons and music. No online multiplayer... yet. Glad I bought the game its full of heart and is fun to play
even if its hard for me to play games like this when there's no online mode. all and all great game with friends and must have
controller to play at the moment. While I think that Super Knockoff! VS is a good game, it isn't good enough to have many
coming back for more. I suggest that these guys add in more additions such as a story mode so the characters can interact wth
eachother as well as online play and an ability to create their own stages.
This has plenty of potential and I really hope they are planning for more features down the line for the next update or for DLC
and not to make a sequal like how Capcom did for Marvel vs Capcom 3 when they made Ultimate MVC3.
This indeed has great tributes to anime characters and franchises with how they made the characters backrounds and how they
stuck to their respective art styles, but I feel like they could have done more if like I said, added in a story mode. The weapons
are surprisengly lazy with only default shotguns and grenade launcher with little to no refference or tribute to other anime or
managa, nothing special about them with the exception of how many or how powerful your shots are.

I hope Team Four Star does some more work on this game because I really think this has potential for more updates and
content. If you really wanna buy it, wait for a discount or if you managed to save little money for yourself and decide to splurge
on cheap games. Once bought, make sure you have a few friends around until they actually add in an online component.. I
recommend this game as its exactly what it promises. It's a great couch co-op game. 90% of the negative reviews seem to be
because they didn't see where it mentions its for 2-4 players only currently. While i'd love a single player mode i think the only
way that's going to happen is if this doesn't bomb. So in the meantime id recommend picking this game up as a fun co-op game
and hope that a single player mode comes along.. Sadly i had to refund this because even when the game seems fun and with a
good design from the trailers, the lack of IA for bot matches, Online Support and even support for keyboard and mouse its a
huge deal breaker. Maybe if they update the game i will get it again but for now i suggest you get duck game, brawlhalla, rivals
of aether all good choices around a similar price and with the things this game lack. There's no single player or online
multiplayer. Not even CPUs. Also from my experience I can't get mouse\/keyboard to work at all, which is a bummer as the
aiming system would probably work great with mouse. Because of this, unless you have multiple controllers and someone to
play with in person you won't be able to do anything with the game I'm afraid. There's probably a great game in here, but I'm
afraid I'll have to not recommend it until I can either play online or with CPUs.
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I bought the game to support TFS and I don't regret spending my money in the slightest; it's a small way to give back for years
and years of entertainment and laughter

However I just can't reccomend the game in the state that its in. There's clearly love and effort that went into this, but having
absolutely no way to play this on your own nor have any online multiplayer are two big ommissions I can't ignore.

I've heard that due to the way the stages are destructible, AI opponents are difficult to code. Why not instead have a sort of
single player story like Smash Bros. Subspace Emissary with differently built stages? SOMETHING to make the game worth
buying for a single player!

I see that they're trying to go for a Mario Party type of couch play with friends, but not everyone can get their friends together,
let alone huddle them in front of a PC. Even Mario Party has single player.

I love you TFS, I really do.. and it pains me that I have to give the game a thumbs down. I don't suggest it, yet.
As far as I can tell there is no against CPU single player mode or any online functionality even though it is advertised on the
game page. I even ran in to a glitch where the sound for Cosmo's warping ability did not stop after exiting the match and
contined to play even after another 'match' was had.
This game hold a lot of potential with fun mechanics and characters but do NOT buy the game on launch.. Game is a fun party
game sadly it doesn't have a single player or online multiplayer (yet they are looking to implement it if possible) i do recomend
it if you have someone to play. Its a solid couch co-op, but it is only couch co-op. So if you don't have friends to play with
locally you won't get anything out of this. If your a fan of TeamFourStar and have the players buy it its good fun.. I was hyped
for this game and really want to support TFS, but unfortunately it lacks any kind of singleplayer mode as well as online
multiplayer. Controls are also somewhat confusing and there's no way to use mouse and keyboard that I've discovered. Perhaps
these things may be added in the future, but for now I cannot recommend this game.. I undertand why there is no Player vs bot
play. I would recommend this to anyone who is willing to share a couch or a floor to play this with friends. I hope these game is
the first of many cool game like things from all these guys.
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